Cecap’s Efficiency thematic group discusses public principles for efficiency to leverage productivity

On October 19, Cecap held the second meeting of the Thematic Group on the Evaluation of Efficiency and Quality of Public Services. The thematic groups of Cecap bring together court servants, external experts, representatives of civil society and the academic community to discuss actions and articulate partnerships that can help improve external control tasks on specific issues.

The meeting of the Efficiency Thematic Group, implemented in 2017, aimed at discussing the development of public principles for efficiency to leverage productivity. People who are from the national public administration who are references and associated to the subject in several sectors participated in the meeting as representatives of society, such as Valdir Simão, Paulo Bugarin, Carlos Pio, Giovanna Victer, Humberto Lucena, Emerson Gabardo, Sandro Cabral, Pablo Villarim, Rafael Barros Leite and Eloy Oliveira.

The debates of the meeting focused on the importance of efficiency when structuring a public administration that promotes productivity and the identification and prioritization of the fundamental characteristics of an efficient administration. Based on the prioritized characteristics and points agreed upon, a preliminary version of public principles for efficiency will be produced to leverage productivity, through a virtual environment. This version will be evaluated in a future meeting of the thematic group, which will be attended by representatives from productive sectors.

Upon validation of the principles, the Federal Court of Accounts shall promote their institutionalization and dissemination, in order to make public administration more agile and less costly to the productive sector and society.